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Industrialize your Dreams!



Made in Portugal

Multimedia Kiosks and Digital Billboards are developed
and produced in Portugal.

Patented Product / Design

The success of our company in the international market shows us that we have
developed and produced excellent products and we should therefore be proud and

confident in the future.



Minimalist and elegant
The ZYTEC kiosk is designed from simple, modern lines for
outdoor and indoor use. The versatility of this model is one of
its greatest assets.
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ZYTEC - DATASHEET

In a simple, geometric and elegant way, it fits
perfectly with any surrounding setting.

The ZYTEC was developed to be used anywhere,
indoor or outdoor, for any type of application. It is the
ideal equipment for any market or sector due to its
incomparable versatility.

Thus, like the digital information panel or the
interactive kiosk, ZYTEC will surprise and stand out
in the environment, responding to customers' needs.

Adapts like a chameleon
to its habitat
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Every detail has been thought of in detail in terms of design.
Modernize your space with the vast RAL colors available to
customize your digital billboard.

Elegant colors that
suit your business!
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Design & innovation
Innovation is the key word for any successful product.
PARTTEAM & OEMKIOSKS has once again decided to
challenge themselves and create a digital mupi with minimalist
and sober lines that give the kiosk an incredibly modern look.

This in conjunction with the compact and solid structure
conveys an image of simplicity, style and robustness.



Anti-reflective tempered glass
Resistance to temperatures above 50ºC -
70 / 80% of external reflections

Lacquered and painted steel

Backlit logo
Visually pleasing, the color of the LED logo can
be synchronized with the colors of the display.
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ZYTEC - DATASHEET

The dimensions and specifications are given in graphical representation and may not correspond to the reality of the equipment. The dimensions show are approximate and represent the equipment for a certain size
display. The final dimension may vary depending display model and other components used. The client must request technical drawing for final validation (measures and specifications).

Ergonomic & sustainable
ZYTEC is designed to be used anywhere, outside and inside. It is
an equipment that can be segmented to any market or sector.

This modern kiosk will stand out in the surroundings due to its
glass front structure, meeting customer needs due to its unique
features.

Broader touch technologies can be used, each optimized for
different operating characteristics and environments to meet the
needs of customer applications.

ZYTEC is available with a single touch at 40 independent touches
and with the possibility of finger, hand, glove and pointer
interaction.



Quality details.
Perfect finishes.



Double side
ZYTEC was developed and designed for the presentation of
multimedia information and to serve as an interactive system
to allow users to search for information.

Because it is also designed for large indoor spaces or to be
installed outdoors, the choice of 2 displays can be an effective
way to allow simultaneous use by users, further enhancing the
effectiveness of this equipment in a self-service environment.
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Incredibly modern.
Fits any environment.



Incredible brightness,
high contrast!
The type of displays (high brightness and contrast) used
in ZYTEC are capable of producing images that can be
read even in conditions of exposure to sunlight, thus
being able to be installed outdoors, as well as in “closed”
environments.

Different outdoor lighting conditions require different
levels of brightness. A light sensor (optional) can be
installed, measuring the ambient light at the installation
site and automatically adjusting the image according to
the lighting conditions.
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Interactive technology
The ZYTEC was developed to allow the integration of
any type of touch screen, creating an interactive
device for indoor or outdoor.

In outdoor kiosks, ProCap technology can be
integrated into ZYTEC, allowing touch to be carried
out on the glass surface, giving ZYTEC extreme
security against vandalism.

The ZYTEC is available with a display up to 42 ’’, a
single touch to 40 independent touches and with the
possibility of interaction with finger, hand, gloves and
pointer.

Precision Response Touches

up to



Immersive experience.
Pure technology!



Digital signage
Everything that really matters in one place!

News, maps, useful information, virtual assistance,
emergencies, Internet and more. The ZYTEC digital
mupi can be managed remotely and adapted to
the most varied circumstances.
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As dimensões e especificações são indicadas em representação gráfica e podem não corresponder à realidade do equipamento. As dimensões apresentadas são aproximadas e representam o equipamento para uma
determinada dimensão de display. A dimensão final poderá variar conforme o modelo de display e outros componentes utilizados. O cliente deverá solicitar o desenho técnico para obter as medidas finais correctas.
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ZYTEC is extremely technologically
advanced, mainly because it integrates a
customized ECU (electronic control unit)
that ensures that electronic systems and
components are always operational, with

remote control for web management.

In case of emergency, self-protection
procedures, such as disconnecting the
display or CPU, turning the HVAC on or

off, or turning off the entire system, with
automatic failure notifications (email or
SMS), will ensure that the system is as
reliable and secure as possible.

The BRAIN



Wayfinder
The perfect software for mapping and locating
events or commercial surfaces.

A set of visual, auditory and tactile clues to help your visitors
find what they are looking for. Perfect for large surfaces.
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ZYTEC
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
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ZYTEC - DATASHEET

The dimensions and specifications are given in graphical representation and may not correspond to the reality of the equipment. The dimensions show are approximate and represent the equipment for a certain size
display. The final dimension may vary depending display model and other components used. The client must request technical drawing for final validation (measures and specifications).

75’’

1100 mm

2100 mm

1300 mm
500 mm

200 mm

(Other options available upon request)

General features

Type

Materials

Optional

• Indoor
• Outdoor

• Lacquered steel
• Stainless steel
• Aluminum

• Wi-fi
• Ykiosk software
• Bluetooth
• Interactive display
• Protection glass
• Sound system
• Webcam
• Double face displays



H.2100 W.1100 D.200 mm
(approx.)

Steel plate of
1,5mm / 2mm

Display of 75’’

Available on any RAL colors

100 Kg.
(approx.)

Stainless steel AISI304/316,
Lacquered steel, MDF (RAL colors)

Displays of 40” to 103”

Next generation processors

Touch screen (SAW, Infrared, ProCap)

Operative systems: Windows, Linux, Mac *
* depends on the type of technology used

OPTIONAL
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Sound system

Full customization

Wireless - WLAN

Webcam



ZYTEC - DATASHEET

The dimensions and specifications are given in graphical representation and may not correspond to the reality of the equipment. The dimensions show are approximate and represent the equipment for a certain size
display. The final dimension may vary depending display model and other components used. The client must request technical drawing for final validation (measures and specifications).

Contact us

+351 304 501 711
+351 252 378 589

sales@oemkiosks.com www.oemkiosks.com

We have the answers
for your questions

See specifications and get all

information about our products.

R. Nova de Nespereira, Pavilhão 10, 4470-287

Lagoa - Vila Nova de Famalicão - Portugal

PARTTEAM & OEMKIOSKS
(M.S.N.F. Soluções Informáticas)

Visit online

All texts, photos, illustrations and other elements contained in this presentation are protected by law, under the Copyright and Related Rights Code, expressly prohibited from being copied, reproduced and
disseminated, as well as their commercial use, without express authorization of the PARTTEAM & OEMKIOSKS, regardless of the means used, with the exception of the right of quotation defined by law.


